Inland Marine Policy

Equipment Location by Section of Coverage
Type of Equipment to be Insured

**Electronic Equipment Section** of this policy is for **Computers** (including Laptops) and Peripheral Computer Equipment such as **Printers**, Cables and Backup Power Sources. It is also for **fixed Telephone Equipment**.

Other fixed electronic equipment that is permanently connected to computers such as Video or Sound equipment could also be scheduled under the Electronic Equipment Section.

**Scheduled Property Section** of this policy is for **All Other Property** and Equipment, especially property or equipment that is mobile or is moved from location to location.

This would include FAX Machines, **PROJECTORS**, Copiers, Digital Cameras, VCR’s, SLR and Video Cameras, Sound Equipment, Video Monitors, Mixing Boards and **Scientific Equipment** along with the wide assortment of miscellaneous property. **Tractors**, Golf Carts, Utility Vehicles (Gators/Mules), All Terrain Vehicles (4-Wheelers). **Musical Instruments**, including pianos. **Scoreboards**.